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United we stand, Certainties in an
divided we fall uncertain world
Is Donald Trump Europe’s last chance
to get its act together? | By Theo Sommer

R

elations between Europe and the today, Tusk listed first “the new geopolitical
United States have never been situation in the world and around Europe
just a pleasant walk in the park. – an increasingly assertive China, espeThe transatlantic partners have cially on the seas; Russia’s aggressive policy
had many passionate agreements; intermit- towards Ukraine and its neighbors; war and
tent laments about an increasingly broad terror in the Middle East and in Africa, with
“rift,” “chasm,” “gulf” are nothing new. radical Islam playing a major role.” He then
But never before has the danger of actual referred unabashedly to “worrying declaradivorce been more real than after the inau- tions by the new American administration.”
All of these developments make Europe’s
guration of Donald Trump.
Over the past seven decades the allies future highly unpredictable, he argued:
quarreled about Mannesmann pipes to “Particularly the change in Washington puts
Russia and about Germany’s policy of the European Union in a difficult situation;
détente. They wrangled over inflation rates with the new administration seeming to put
and nuclear strategy, about bananas, chick- into question the last 70 years of American
ens and beef, Iraq and Guantanamo. And foreign policy.”
they had acrimonious disputes over disDonald Tusk’s central message was that
armament and climate change. Yet they in a world full of tension and confrontation,
never parted ways. Their feuds were family what is needed is courage, determination
spats: angry outbursts quickly ending with and the political solidarity of Europeans:
no hard feelings. Realizing that Americans “Let us show our European pride… Today
and Europeans have more in common with we must stand up for our dignity, the dignity
each other than with anyone else in the of a united Europe – regardless whether we
world, they learned to live with
are talking to Russia, China,
their differences. Their historithe US or Turkey.” Europe
cal, cultural and philosophical
should not abandon its role as
similarities and affinities cona trade superpower; it should
stituted a powerful link. Even
also firmly defend the international order based on the rule
where their interests occasionof law; and it should not surally diverged, their community
render to those who want to
of values remained a firm basis
of European-American togethweaken or invalidate the transARCHIVE
erness.
atlantic bond. His trenchant
Theo Sommer is the
Now Trump seems to be executive editor of
final point reads: “We should
turning his back on the funda- The Security Times and
remind our American friends
mentals of American democ- The Atlantic Times and
of their own motto: United we
former editor of the
racy: rule of law, separation of German weekly Die Zeit.
stand, divided we fall.”
powers, freedom of opinion. In
Other European actors
the process he is abandoning
have been less constrained in
the basic principle of US foreign policy, their remarks. They are shocked by the
taken as a given since the end of World War world President Trump seemingly wants
II: the firm belief that America’s alliances to build: a world in which it is eternally
immensely increase America’s security. He High Noon; where “deals” are recklessly
does not see a connection between alliances pushed through; where multilateralism is
and security. Europe, in his view, is expend- heedlessly thrown out of the window in
able. He considers Brexit a “great thing,” favor of bilateralism; and where allies and
and he thinks – and favors – that others will alliances are treated with contempt. They
leave the EU, pointedly adding: “I don’t care are upset by Trump as he defends torture,
whether it’s separate or together, to me it attacks the press, denigrates the judiciary,
does not matter.”
detests “this extremely expansive climate
Small wonder that Europeans are aghast bullshit” (Trump’s words) and despises
– with the exception, of course, of illib- the international institutions the US created
eral democrats such as Hungary’s Viktor after World War II as the scaffolding of a
Orbán, Poland’s Jarosław Kaczyński and peaceful and prospering international order.
anti-EU right-wingers like Marine Le Pen,
“America’s allies are worried – rightly
Geert Wilders and Frauke Petry. Europe’s so,” writes The Economist. They are worDonald – Donald Tusk, the Polish president ried, indeed, by the blatant lies (“alternaof the European Council – gave vent to the tive facts”) spread by the president and
feeling of the vast majority of his fellow- his entourage, by his habitual belittling of
continentals, politicians and pundits alike in critics and intimidation of partners, by his
a remarkably straightforward letter to the naïve assumption that he can govern via
EU heads of state or government.
continued on page 2
Dealing with the threats facing Europe

We can – and must – build on the unity of the
transatlantic alliance | By Sigmar Gabriel

T

he paradigm of a world in crisis set out clear parameters and a unified
is dominating the international position ahead of the upcoming negotiadebate. “Post-truth?”, “Post- tions. Moreover, when confronted with
West?”, “Post-order?” are ques- an array of challenges striking the wider
tions certain to be raised at the Munich continent, including the rise of populism
Security Conference. In the echo chambers and nationalism, European leaders have
of the “every nation for itself” ideolo- rolled up their sleeves. In Bratislava we
gists, it sounds as if we are already on identified key areas in which action is
the slippery slope towards a Hobbesian necessary in the short term: migration and
system in which the European Union, external borders, internal and external
NATO, the merits of rules-based order security, as well as economic and social
and even long-standing friendships and development, especially for young people.
partnerships seem suddenly in danger When European heads of state and heads
of becoming insignificant. The reality, of government meet in March for the 60th
however, is different. What is needed is a anniversary of the Treaties of Rome, they
sober look at the facts while steering clear will set the agenda for the next decade.
of the “post-ism” trap.
We know that rallying around declaraNot unlike most generations, our age tions does not guarantee cohesion among
faces a host of challenges. A quick glance the EU27. We must enable the EU to
at the Munich Security Conference agenda take on the tasks we want it to fulfill,
provides a brief summary. However, we particularly in those areas where the
are fortunate to be much better equipped European people have high expectations
than our predecessors to do what is nec- of Brussels delivering concrete results.
essary to preserve and stabiFrance, Germany and other
lize the international order.
European partners agreed
Unlike previous generations,
that the Common Security
we have rules, norms and
and Defense Policy (CSDP)
multilateral institutions to
is an important field in which
build on. Yet rules are not
the EU should advance with
always and not everywhere
urgency and with substance.
observed. Even Europe has
The EU is already active
recently witnessed the violain 16 civilian and military
IMAGO/METODI POPOW
tion of basic Helsinki prin- Sigmar Gabriel was
operations on three continents, including police and
ciples like sovereign equal- minister of economic
judicial missions. The EU is
ity, abstention from the use affairs from 2013 to 2017.
the only international player
of force and the integrity In February he became
the successor to
of borders. Nevertheless, Frank-Walter Steinmeier
with such a well-organized
the answer must not be to as foreign minister.
toolbox.
abandon the rules, but to
But we can still do better.
strengthen them by underEspecially with regard to
lining the long-term benefits of trust and irregular migration, hybrid threats, tercooperation – as Germany did throughout rorism and organized crime, our mechaits OSCE chairmanship in 2016.
nisms for crisis management should work
For Germany, the European Union has more quickly and more proactively. And
by no means lost its significance. The EU is whenever necessary, civilian and military
the living, breathing reality of the “work- crisis management must go hand in hand,
ing peace system” envisaged as early as coordinated, planned and executed in a
1943 by David Mitrany, the Romanian- comprehensive way.
born political scientist. Starting with an
Despite its ambition in the field of
integration process that resulted in a military crisis management, the EU is
common market and common policies not an alliance for collective defense. But
for 28 nations, the founding members together with NATO, the EU relies on
achieved and preserved peace for the lon- a modern and strong pool of European
gest period in their history. At the same forces that not only underpins our capactime, they created an area of prosperity, ity to act, but also provides for a fair
stability and civil liberties that attracted European share of NATO’s role in transever more countries to join the EU – until atlantic security and collective defense.
Germany has already started filling gaps
now.
The outcome of the British referendum in European capability, together with our
sent a shockwave through the EU. But partners in the Framework Nations Coneven on the brink of Brexit we are send- cept. After all, spending more on defense
ing a strong message: The EU27 has not
continued on page 11
fallen into paralysis. Indeed, we have

An unorthodox
view of the
Israel-Palestine
problem
By Michael
Wolffsohn

“ethnic comrades” in the Gaza
Strip in 2007.
To avoid a Palestinian-Jewish
bloodbath after the founding of
“Palestine,” international troops
could be necessary to establish a
safety buffer for both sides. But is
that a realistic scenario? Perhaps
with the rather isolationist Trump
administration and US society in
general. And Europe? In 1939–40
it was “Mourir pour Dantzig?”
Today it’s “Why die for PalestineIsrael?” The answer is the same
today as it was back then: “No
thanks!”
UN troops would be conceivable. Would they operate just as
“successfully” as in Congo or the
Central African Republic, where
they have since become more of a
problem – e.g. looting, killing and
raping – than a solution?
Within Palestine the question
has been asked: Would the transition of the West Bank plus the
Gaza Strip to “Palestine” proceed peacefully? Considering the
experiences of the civil war in the
Gaza Strip between Hamas and
Fatah between 2005 and 2007,
people have their doubts, especially since the Islamic State (IS)
has become an additional, powerful, anything-but-moderate force
in the region.
Territorial continuity is a standard characteristic of states, and
it just doesn’t exist between the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank.
Bridges and streets and tunnels
can be built to connect them? A
new version of the Polish Corridor in the Middle East? Please.
Almost everyone overlooks the
fact that around 70 percent of
Jordanian citizens are Palestinian.
And whether or not people like
to admit it, over the course of
the Arab revolutions, Jordan will
one day become East Palestine,
and with no help from Israel.
The best-case scenario is a nonviolent transformation of Jordan
into East Palestine.
Conclusion: The overlapping
of demography and geography
in Israel and in the West Bank
means that self-determination can

be granted neither to Jews nor
to Palestinians, but only to both
collectively. Self-determination is
possible only personally, not territorially.
The solution: The horror
scenarios can only be avoided
through a combination of federal and confederative structures, which would ultimately
subdue the explosive issue of
borders.
And the cornerstone of any
solution would have to honor
the following premise: No matter
where Jews or Palestinians may
live, they will have their own
democratically legitimated representation and institutions.
The Jewish state of Israel would
widen the self-determination of
Palestinian citizens by way of
an Arab chamber. A mediation
committee would regulate dissent between the Jewish and Arab
chambers.
The Federal Republic of Palestine would comprise the federal
states of West Bank-Palestine
(West Bank) and East Palestine
(Jordan and Gaza Strip).
The demilitarized state of WestBank-Palestine would also have
an Arab chamber and a Jewish
chamber, in addition to a mediation committee.
The states of Jordan and Gaza
Strip would become the federal
state East Palestine, also with its
own chamber.
The Federal Republic of Palestine and Israel could and should
form a commonwealth (confederation) for economic and other
functional reasons.
And the descendants of the Palestinian refugees from 1948 and
1967? Their return would be as
“peacemaking” as the return of the
descendants of refugees from Eastern Europe after World War II.
New thinking is needed not
only for the “classic” case of war
and conflict in Israel-Palestine,
but also for Syria, Iraq, Turkey,
Afghanistan, Mali, Congo and
many other states where political demography and political
geography are incongruent. n
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Chinese takeout
The Trump administration adds uncertainty to the standoff in the South China Sea | By Carlyle A. Thayer

A

new phase of strate- virtually all aircraft and surface
gic uncertainty has ships passing over or through the
emerged in relations South China Sea.
between China and the
Obama reportedly raised this
United States under the Trump issue in a candid exchange with
administration on a number of President Xi on the sidelines of
issues, including maritime secu- the nuclear security summit in
rity in the South China Sea. Rising Washington in March.
tensions create the
In April, the US conducted at least three
prospect of a downturn in bilateral relaaerial patrols around
tions or, worse, a conScarborough Shoal
frontation at sea or in
using A-10 Thunderbolt ground attack
the air over contested
waters.
aircraft based in the
Philippines. The USS
A review of the four
John C. Stennis airmajor developments
UNSW CANBERRA
craft carrier strike
in the South China
group returned to the
Sea in 2016 is instruc- Carlyle A. Thayer is
emeritus professor
tive, as they form the for the University of
South China Sea and
context for the Trump New South Wales at
the US and the Philippines announced the
administration as it the Australian Defence
commencement of
manages its relations Force Academy,
Canberra.
joint naval patrols.
with Beijing.
In June, the USS
In September
Ronald Reagan airof the past year, President craft carrier replaced the StenXi Jinping stated at a joint press nis on patrol duties and the US
conference with President Barack deployed four EA-18 Growlers,
Obama at the White House that the world’s most advanced elecChina would not militarize its tronic warfare aircraft, to the
artificial islands. Nonetheless, Philippines. During the summer,
China has continued to con- three US destroyers conducted
solidate its military presence in
defiance of an Arbitral Tribunal
ruling that China’s Nine-Dash
Line claim to the South China
Sea had no foundation in international law.
In 2016, China not only completed the construction of three
3-kilometer-long runways on
Fiery Cross, Subi and Mischief
reefs; it also built reinforced hangars with space to accommodate
24 fighters and three to four
larger planes (such as bombers
and aerial tankers) on each reef.
China later added point defenses
on all of its facilities housing antiaircraft guns and surface-to-air
missiles.

May, the USS William P. Lawrence passed near Fiery Cross
Reef; and in October, the USS
Decatur returned to the waters
near Triton. China responded to
the first FONOP by deploying
J-11 fighters and surface-to-air
missiles to Woody Island.
China responded to US military
activities in the South China Sea
by regularly shadowing and challenging US Navy warships and
maritime reconnaissance aircraft,
and by conducting combat air
patrols, including nuclear capable
bombers, over the South China
Sea. In December, Chinese sailors
seized and later returned a US
underwater drone.

4.

Vietnam responded to China’s militarization of the
Spratly Islands. During the first
half of the year Vietnam reportedly placed Extended Range Artillery rocket launchers on five of its
features in the Spratlys. Vietnam
also extended the length of its
airfield on Truong Sa Lon Island,
reportedly to deploy maritime
patrol aircraft.
In contrast, the Philippines,
under the new administration of

The election of US President
Donald Trump has raised the level
of strategic uncertainty between
China and the United States.
During the presidential election campaign, Trump repeatedly
called Beijing a currency manipulator and threatened to slap
higher tariffs on goods imported
from China. If Trump follows
through, a trade war could erupt.
Trump also tweeted criticism of
China’s island-building in the
South China Sea.
On Dec. 2, President-elect
Trump took a telephone call
from Tsai Ing-wen, the president of the Republic of China on
Taiwan. Trump’s action marked
the first time in 36 years that a US
president or president-elect had
spoken to the government leader
of Taiwan.
On Dec. 8, China dispatched
its only aircraft carrier, the Liaoning, to sail in the waters off
Taiwan in a pointed response to
Trump’s telephone call with President Tsai. China also deployed
a Xian H-6 nuclear-capable
bomber on a patrol around China’s Nine-Dash Line claim to the
South China Sea.

Beijing-Washington relations,
they paled by comparison to the
furor that followed comments
by Rex Tillerson, Trump’s then
nominee for secretary of state, at
his confirmation hearing before
the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee on Jan. 11.
During his testimony, Tillerson
called China’s construction and
militarization of artificial islands
in the South China Sea “akin
to Russia’s taking Crimea” from
the Ukraine. When Tillerson was
asked whether he supported a
more aggressive posture against
China, he responded: “We’re
going to have to send China a
clear signal that, first, the islandbuilding stops and, second, your
[China’s] access to those islands
also is not going to be allowed.”
Tillerson characterized China’s construction of artificial
islands in the South China Sea
as “extremely worrisome,” for
if China were able to dictate
access to the South China Sea,
it would threaten the “entire
global economy.” He used the
term “illegal actions” to brand
China’s island-building in the
South China Sea and its declara-

on nuclear power strategies if
he wants to force a big nuclear
power to withdraw from its own
territories. […] If Trump's diplomatic team shapes future Sino-US
ties as it is doing now, the two
sides had better prepare for a
military clash.”
On Jan. 20, White House
spokesperson Sean Spicer was
asked at a press conference
whether Trump agreed with
Tillerson’s comments. Spicer
replied: “I think the US is going
to make sure that we protect
out interests there [in the South
China Sea]. It’s a question of
if those islands are in fact in
international waters and not
part of China proper, then yeah,
we’re going to make sure that we
defend international territories
from being taken over by one
country.” China’s state media
immediately retorted that the
United States would need to
“wage war” to stop China from
accessing its sovereign territory.
In its first days in office the
Trump administration has created
strategic uncertainty among allies
and foes over US policy towards
China and raised the possibility

2.

The Obama administration successfully deterred
China from building an artificial
island and airfield at Scarborough
Shoal in an unprecedented orchestration of military power and
high-level diplomacy. In March
2016, American defense officials
reported unusual Chinese surveying activity around Scarborough
Shoal. US and Australian intelligence and analytical agencies later
warned that China was poised to
take “decisive and provocative
action,” such as the construction
of a fourth airfield.
A Chinese airfield on Scarborough Shoal would complete the
triangle linking Woody Island in
the Paracels with occupied features in the Spratly Islands and
give China the ability to monitor
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TWO STATES
IS NO
SOLUTION
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F

irst, the thesis: The two- ment? How and by whom should
state solution is not a this be carried out without creatsolution. It only creates ing more violence?
new problems. “Israel
Since Israel’s 2005 withdrawal
here, Palestine there” sounds from the Gaza Strip, its populagood, and was recently repos- tion has been 100 percent Paltulated by the United Nations, estinian. The “Land for Peace”
Barack Obama and John Kerry, formula has not come to fruition
but it won’t bring about the there, as this surrender of land
desired peace.
to the Palestinians has brought
The goal: Individual and collec- no peace, neither with Israel nor
tive self-determination.
among Palestinians. After a short
The premises: The configu- civil war, Hamas took power in
ration of states in the Middle 2007 and expelled their PalesEast is crumbling. Contrary to tinian “brothers” in the Fatah
what many choose to believe, movement.
individual politicians are not the
The population of the West
cause. They come and go. The Bank (including East Jerusalem)
problem remains because it’s a is around four-fifths Palestinian
structural one. The ever-so-pop- and predominantly Muslim. It is
ular personalistic approach must roughly one-fifth Jewish-Israeli.
give way to structural under- Around two-thirds of the Jews
standings. Most Middle Eastern inhabiting the West Bank live in
states are intellectual or artificial tower blocks in the north, east
constructs. The reason is that and south of East Jerusalem. To
political geography, i.e. national call them “settlers” is absurd, as
borders, is not consettlers normally farm
gruent with politiland and do not rent
cal demography, i.e.
or own apartments
populations. Conlike in French banlieus, Berlin’s bleak
flicts arise and exist
Märkisches Viertel
where demography
and geography are
or Neuperlach Süd in
incongruent.
Munich.
The problem lies in
The existence of
PRIVATE
demographic facts. Historian and journalist
two states would
The population of Michael Wolffsohn is the
automatically beg
the Jewish state, author of the books, Zum
the question: Can
Israel, is around 80 Weltfrieden (On peace)
a minority remain
and Wem gehört das
percent Jewish and Heilige Land? (Who owns
where it is? If not,
around 20 percent the Holy Land?).
Israel would be “free
Palestinian Muslim.
of Arabs” and the
This demographic
West Bank “free
breakdown will never be recon- of Jews.” Even without the
ciled with the Jewish character of allusions to Nazi Germany, it
the state. The “Israeli Arabs” live would be completely unethical,
predominantly in Galilee but even not to mention the fact that
there, at around 50 percent of the each “transfer” would only be
population, they do not constitute feasible through force, which
a majority. And in Galilee and the would amount to a sort of ethnic
“Little Triangle” northeast of Tel cleansing.
Aviv, they live not only in their
This option can thus categoriown cities and settlements, but cally be ruled out. For both moral
dispersed throughout other com- and functional reasons, it cannot
munities as well. There are also be expected that at any point in
“mixed” Jewish-Arab cities like the future the state of Palestine
Jaffa, Lod, Ramla, Acre and even would treat the Jewish settlers,
Nazareth. And now the idea of i.e. its “archenemies,” with any
an areal and spatial disentangle- more civility than it did its own
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Island idyll? Chinese development on Fiery Cross Reef in the disputed Spratly Islands

independent patrols in the waters
around the Spratly Islands and
two carrier strike groups, Stennis and Reagan, along with six
warships conducted a large-scale
exercise off the east coast of the
Philippines.

3.

In 2016, the US Navy conducted three Freedom of
Navigation Operational Patrols
(FONOP). In late January, the
USS Curtis Wilbur cruised by
Triton Island in the Paracels; in

Rodrigo Duterte, took a number
of actions that undermined the
close military cooperation with the
US established under the Aquino
administration. Duterte terminated joint patrols with the United
States and lurched to embrace
China. Duterte’s actions threaten
to undermine the US-Philippines
Mutual Defense Treaty. Duterte’s
opening towards China gives Beijing every incentive to downplay
its military assertiveness in favor
of diplomacy.

After China criticized his telephone conversations, Trump
tweeted: “Did China ask us if
it was OK… to build a massive
military complex in the middle of
the South China Sea? I don’t think
so!” In an interview with The Wall
Street Journal on Dec. 4, Trump
was asked whether he supported
the One-China policy, Trump
replied: “Everything is under negotiation, including One-China.”
While Trump’s tweets and comments raised the temperature in

tion of an Air Defense Identification Zone in the East China
Sea. “The way we’ve got to deal
with this,” he concluded, “is
we’ve got to show back up in the
region with our traditional allies
in Southeast Asia.”
Tillerson’s comments added
another pressure point to SinoAmerican relations that are
already strained. This was immediately evident when the hawkish
Chinese Global Times shot back:
"Tillerson had better bone up

of a confrontation in the South
China Sea. The Obama administration has been widely viewed
by its critics as being weak in
response to Chinese militarization of the South China waters. It
remains to be seen if the remarks
by Trump and his top officials are
to be taken as the first building
blocks of a new and more assertive US policy toward China, or
if they are merely the opening
gambit to extract trade concesn
sions from Beijing. 

